
 

 

Abstract: The Poisson equation is a partial 
differential equation applicable in many modern 
spheres of life. We propose an efficient method for 
solving the Poisson equation by using Maxeler 
Multiscale Dataflow Technology. There are many 
different techniques for solving the equation in 
control-flow environment. They include basic 
iterative techniques, improved approaches like 
Multigrid methods, Fourier techniques and other. 
No matter how efficient those methods are, their 
main drawback is time needed for computation 
over big data sets and inefficient intensive 
problem solving. Thanks to dataflow paradigm 
efficiency for big data computations, we can use it 
as a great base for eliminating mentioned 
drawbacks. To demonstrate real power of this 
approach, one must use it for solving periodic 
problems defined in three-dimensional space.  The 
solution is tested with variable number of input 
sets and significant acceleration was achieved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

he Poisson equation has a large number of 
practical applications. For example, it’s being 
used in pure scientific applications, team 

behaviour analysis and modeling and analysis of 
tsunami waves. The general form of the Poisson 
equation is: 
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(1) 
In practice there are many methods for solving 

the equation. The FFT (Fast Fourier 
transformation) method has the greatest meaning 
for us since our target solution is based on it. 
We’re going to get to know this method in the 
section that follows. Our main task is 
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implementation of the FFT method in dataflow 
paradigm. Because of it, section 3 brings focus 
on the target solution. We’ll implement the 
solution in MaxJ programming language, which is 
used for programming in space, to easily describe 
the hardware configuration needed for specific 
computations. Section 4 presents measurement 
results and solution performances. Last, but not 
the least, conclusion with ideas for improvement 
is going to be given as a final word in section 5. 

2. FOURIER METHOD 

To obtain the following form of the equation we 
use mathematics. First, we apply the discrete 
form of the second derivative to equation (1) and 
then the Fourier transformation. This way we can 
get a more convenient form of the equation (1): 

^ϕn ,m , l=
h2

W−n+Wn+W−m+Wm+W−l+Wl
⋅ ^f m,n , l

(2) 
where 

W=e
2π i
N

 (3) 

To solve the equation we have to calculate: 

1. FT of the distribution function f. 
2. FT of the potential (Solve the equation). 
3. The potential using the inverse FT. 

Let’s move onto the implementation of the 
algorithm in Python programming language. 

import numpy as np 
def fftPoissonSolve(inputSpace, N): 
    outputSpace = np.fft.fftn(inputSpace) 
    h = 1.0 / N     
    w = np.exp(2 * np.pi * 1j / N) 
    wi = 1.0 
    wj = 1.0 
    wk = 1.0       
    processLater = []     
    for i in range(0,N): 
        for j in range(0,N): 
            for k in range(0,N): 

            denom = wi + 1.0/wi + wj +  
        1.0/wj + wk + 1.0/wk - 6 

                if not denom == 0: 
                    outputSpace[i][j][k] =  
           outputSpace[i][j][k] *  
           h * h / denom 
                else: 

                processLater.append 
([i,j,k])  

                wk = wk * w 
            wj = wj * w 
        wi = wi * w                 
    interpolate(processLater, outputSpace, N)     
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    outputSpace = np.fft.ifftn(outputSpace) 

    return outputSpace 

Important thing for discussion are boundary 
values. We can see that the denominator of the 
equation (2) can take value equal to zero in some 
cases. That would produce division by zero error. 
How to obtain those values depends on specific 
application. Here, we do it by calling the 
interpolate function, which is undefined. 

FFT method is one of the methods that give 
best performances. Its big advantage is 
computational speed, but there are 
disadvantages like necessity for a uniform grid, 
support only for specific types of boundary 
conditions and the limit of the number of grid 
points for each dimension, since it must be a 
power of two. The last disadvantage is something 
that allows the dataflow solution to show its 
potential.  

As an example of computation the author used 
an empty 3D space with density point in the 
middle, and obtained the graph shown in figure 1, 
by plotting the result (middle plane of 3D result). 

 
Figure 1: The potential of point charge located in the 
middle of an empty 3D space. 

3. OVERVIEW OF THE TARGET SOLUTION  

In the following section a detailed analysis of 
the target solution is going to be presented.  

On the one hand, the reader should know that, 
when using Maxeler DFE to accelerate an 
application, some time is needed to transfer the 
data to and from the DFE. On the other hand, 
Maxeler DFE systems have the advantage that 
they could generate results of the computation on 
each clock cycle, after the period of initial latency, 
by making a hardware pipeline. This 
characteristic allows suitable applications to 
achieve high speedups when accelerated using a 
Maxeler DFE system.[6] 

In subsection 2.1 the conditions for using the 
solution are described. In subsection 2.2 details 
of the application Kernel are exposed and 
described and finally in subsection 2.3 the 
Maxeler application Manager is presented. 

2.1 Conditions of Applicability 

Because of the underlying dataflow paradigm, 
this solution performs the best when processing a 
large amount of input sets which is not possible 
with control-flow programs because of the 
calculation duration.  

The main limitation of the solution is a 
necessity for equal size of input space 
dimensions, which is always of NxNxN size. 
That's because of the FFT method (and not the 
FFT itself) which is applicable to cubic form of a 
space only. Therefore, solving the problems 
naturally defined in 2D space brings a lot of 
unused, empty space, unnecessarily allocated 
which can even lower the performance because 
they all take time to be processed.  

Also, as we mentioned before, the FFT method 
can only be used for solving the problems with 
periodic boundary conditions. However, for other 
boundary condition types we could use some 
other Fourier technique. 

So, one can apply this solution to large periodic 
problems that are naturally defined in 3D space. 

2.2 Kernel 

We are bringing the step 2 of the algorithm to 
focus as the most important step for this solution. 
Therefore, we don’t pay much attention to Fourier 
transformations and we use already existing 
application to compute them. That application is 
FFTApp and it can be found at 
appgallery.maxeler.com. Inverse transformation 
is implemented like FFTApp, only by using 
inverse functions. 

Time complexity of the fast Fourier transform 
algorithms on standard microprocessor systems, 
with the John von Neumann architecture, is 
O(N*logN). The accelerated algorithm works in 
time complexity O(logN). [6] 

Kernel code is very short, as in this case it only 
tells us what we are doing, solving the Poisson 
equation. The main task is delegated to 
PoissonSolver node. Kernel performs 
computation as data flows between the CPU, 
DFE (Dataflow engine) and its associated 
memories. [9] 

 
public class PoissonKernel extends Kernel { 

static final DFEType type = dfeFloat(8,  
                 24); 

 
 public PoissonKernel(KernelParameters kp, 
    PoissonParams params, int N) { 
   

super(kp); 
 
  DFEComplexType complexType = new  
    DFEComplexType(type); 
  DFEVectorType<DFEComplex> vectorType = 
     new DFEVectorType<DFEComplex> 

(complexType, 4); 
 
  DFEVector<DFEComplex> in =  



 

io.input("poissonIn", vectorType); 
 
  PoissonSolver poisson = new  

PoissonSolver(this, in, N); 
 
  io.output("poissonOut", vectorType) <==  

poisson.getOutput(); 
 } 
} 

We define a complexType, which is an input 
stream elementary type. Further, we define a 
vectorType which represents a structure formed 
of four complexType elements. We are accessing 
four elements in each tick and processing them. 
That's why we need the vectorType type. 

We use io.input function to accept an input 
stream called "poissonIn". We delegate that input 
to a PoissonSolver node, we read its output and 
connect it to the output stream called 
"poissonOut". 

Let’s describe the main idea of our dataflow 
PoissonSolver node. Twiddle factors used in 
calculation are already known at compilation time, 
because the only parameter they depend on is 
the dimension of the input array.  So, we can 
calculate them in CPU code and use FMem 
memory to fill it with those values.  The plan is to 
read the memory from address corresponding to 
the position of currently processed elements. 

First, we need to initialize the memory with 
content that represents the twiddle factors. 

 
Memory<DFEVar> twiddles = mem.alloc(type, 2*N); 
twiddles.mapToCPU("twiddles"); 
 

In every moment we have to be aware of the 
current element position, and of the addresses 
from which we should read the factors. For that 
purpose we use a counter chain. We connect 
three counters in a chain, because our input has 
three dimensions. Counters behavior is 
equivalent to three nested loops behavior. The 
lowest counter increment is set to four because 
we accept four elements from input stream in one 
tick. 

 
CounterChain chain = control.count.makeCounterChain(); 

DFEVar i = chain.addCounter(N, 1); 

DFEVar j = chain.addCounter(N, 1); 

DFEVar k = chain.addCounter(N, 4); 

 
Every element has its three corresponding 

twiddle factors, one for each dimension. Change 
of 1 for i and j brings in four new elements, so 
they share i and j values (they share the twiddle 
factors for the medium and the slowest 
dimension). The coordinate k should be precisely 
calculated for each of those points (every element 
has different twiddle factor for the fastest 
dimension). 

Now comes the reading of twiddle factors 
corresponding to the fastest dimension, for all 
four elements of the input. The “for” loop in the 

code listing below is executed in Java run-time 
and not during the flow of the data through the 
hardware nodes. This way we are able to achieve 
the generic instantiation of the necessary number 
of nodes with a same structure. 

 
DFEVector<DFEComplex> Wk =  

vectorType.newInstance(this); 
for(int b=0;b<4;b++){ 

  DFEVar address = 2*(k.cast(romAddressType)+b); 

  DFEVar realK = twiddles.read(address); 

  DFEVar imagK = twiddles.read(address+1); 
  Wk[b].setReal(realK); 
  Wk[b].setImaginary(imagK); 
} 

 
With the medium dimension a situation is a bit 

different. 
 
DFEVar realJ = twiddles.read(2*j.cast(romAddressType)); 

DFEVar imagJ =  
     twiddles.read(2*j.cast(romAddressType)+1); 
DFEComplex Wj = dataType.newInstance(this); 
Wj.setReal(realJ); 
Wj.setImaginary(imagJ); 

 
And so is for the slowest dimension. 
 
DFEVar realI = twiddles.read(2*i.cast(romAddressType)); 

DFEVar imagI =  
     twiddles.read(2*i.cast(romAddressType)+1); 
DFEComplex Wi = dataType.newInstance(this); 
Wi.setReal(realI); 
Wi.setImaginary(imagI); 

 
The final task to be done is the result 

calculation for current four input elements by 
using the equation (2).  

As before, we use the “for” loop to create 
multiple same processing nodes for each of the 
four elements, so we don't have to repeat the 
code. 

We use denom variable to try calculating 
denominator value according to the equation (2). 
It is possible as long as that value is not zero. If it 
is zero we can't use it in division for obvious 
reasons. In that case we want the current 
element to be zero. 

 
DFEVector<DFEComplex> denom = 

 vectorType.newInstance(this); 
DFEVector<DFEComplex> bufferOutput =  

 vectorType.newInstance(this); 
for(int b=0; b<4; b++){ 

 denom[b] <==  
Wk[b] + 1/Wk[b] + Wj + 1/Wj + Wi + 1/Wi - six; 

 bufferOutput[b] <==  

denom[b].getReal() === zeroV  

& denom[b].getImaginary() === zeroV  

? 0 : in[b]*dh/denom[b]; 

} 
 
m_output = bufferOutput; 

 
We use a ternary operator (?:) to form a 

multiplexers whose outputs are connected to 



 

bufferOutput elements. Multiplexer chooses the 
correct value according to denom value. If it is 
zero it passes the 0 value. Otherwise, the division 
is done. Variable dh represents the h

2
 from the 

equation (2). 

Finally, we enable the output reading by: 
 
public DFEVector<DFEComplex> getOutput() { 
    return m_output; 
} 

2.3 Manager 

Manager is one of the mandatory files which 
need to be written for Maxeler app to be made. 

We define the PoissonManager class with 
default constructor which adds constant N to 
Maxfiles.h file. This constant is now accessible 
from the CPU code and it can get the available 
dimension size. 

 
public class PoissonManager extends CustomManager { 

  private static final int N = 32; 

  public PoissonManager(PoissonParams params) { 

   super(params); 
   this.addMaxFileConstant("N", N); 
    } 

Further, we define the main method which is an 
entry point for the java application which creates 
the maxfile configuration file. That file is used to 
configure the logic, links and the other FPGA 
elements. 

// Params 

    FftAppEngineParameters params1 = new 
          FftAppEngineParameters(args); 
    PoissonParams params2 = new PoissonParams(args); 

    IFftAppEngineParameters params3 = new  
IFftAppEngineParameters(args); 

 
 // Manager 

    PoissonManager manager = new  
           PoissonManager(params2); 
 
 // Kernels 

    FftAppKernel kernel1 = new  
   FftAppKernel(manager.makeKernelParameters 

("FftAppKernel"), params1, N, N, N); 
    PoissonKernel kernel2 = new  

PoissonKernel(manager.makeKernelParameters 
("PoissonKernel"), params2, N); 

    IFftAppKernel kernel3 = new  
IFftAppKernel(manager.makeKernelParameters 
("IFftAppKernel"), params3, N, N, N); 

 

This method instantiates the kernel parameters 
and the kernels. The kernels needed for our 
applications are Fft, Poisson and IFft kernel. They 
compute Fourier transformation, Poisson 
equation solving and inverse Fourier 
transformation, respectively. 

Further, as shown in listing below, we create 
KernelBlock for each kernel. It represents a 
wrapper around kernel that allows us to 
manipulate with its input and output. 

 
KernelBlock kb1 = manager.addKernel(kernel1); 

KernelBlock kb2 = manager.addKernel(kernel2); 

KernelBlock kb3 = manager.addKernel(kernel3); 

 
Kernels have to be connected in series, so that 

original input flows first through Fft, then through 
Poisson, and finally through IFft node. 

 
kb1.getInput("fftIn") <==  
     manager.addStreamFromCPU("poissonIn"); 
kb2.getInput("poissonIn") <== kb1.getOutput("fftOut"); 

kb3.getInput("fftIn") <== kb2.getOutput("poissonOut"); 

manager.addStreamToCPU("poissonOut") <==  
     kb3.getOutput("fftOut"); 
 

At the very end of the main method, build 
function of the manager should be called to start 
the process of creating the configuration file. 

 
manager.build(); 

4. MEASUREMENTS, RESULTS AND 

PERFORMANCES 

The author is satisfied with the achieved 
results. Dataflow solution brings significant 
acceleration. 

The problem which followed the solution from 
the start was inability to load it on hardware 
because of the design size. With many changes 
and optimizations, the design is finally fitted to 
hardware. The size of that design is adapted for 
inputs of 32 elements by dimension of three-
dimensional space. This size is also the smallest 
size permitted by Fourier transformation app and 
the biggest that can fit hardware. 

The processing of one input set with 32 
elements by dimension is inconvenient for 
performance of this dataflow app, because 
equivalent CPU processing is not time-
consuming. So, that way we can’t overreach the 
latency caused by data transfer to DFE. Because 
of that limitation, we started a search for a better 
way to measure the performances. After a period 
of thinking, we came up with a crucial idea. Why 
wouldn't we instead of processing one input set, 
process a hundreds or thousands of them. This 
approach has led us to the expected results. 

The table (1) compares the performances of 
the dataflow and the equivalent control-flow 
solution written in C. The C application uses the 
Fourier transformations which are implemented 
recursively, and yet it is faster than the equivalent 
application written in Python. 

Table 1: Comparing the performances of control-flow 
and dataflow solution for 323 elements by input set. 

Number of inputs CPU time [s] DFE time [s] 

1 0.038595 0.136225 

5 0.151291 0.143104 

10 0.299945 0.141735 

50 1.508225 0.164220 

100 3.004656 0.164843 

500 15.008153 0.280231 



 

1000 30.006354 0.588870 

2500 75.015885 0.923258 

5000 150.03177 1.274838 

7500 225.047655 1.808082 

10000 300.06354 2.379424 

25000 750.15885 13.296028 

50000 1500.3177 27.463415 

60000 1800.38124 32.760513 

65000 1950.41301 48.197259 

 
The average acceleration achieved by dataflow 

solution is 52.77. The limiting factor with this kind 
of measurements (with more and more input 
sets) is RAM memory available for allocation. 

The graphical representation of the comparison 
is shown on figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 2: Interpolated results and comparison of 
control-flow and dataflow solution. The y axis values 
are given in seconds. 
 

By extrapolating the measurement results we 
concluded the following. Processing TB of data 
on CPU would last about 80h, and on DFE the 
same job would take less than 2h! Even more 
extreme difference can be seen with processing 
PB of data. On the specific CPU which we used 
for measurements, the job would take up to 10 
years, but on DFE it would be done in less than 
80 days! 

5. CONCLUSION 

We started this journey from choosing the 
proper algorithm, and then we implemented it in 
control-flow world and transformed it to design a 
faster dataflow application which solves the 
Poisson equation in three-dimensional space. 
The goals and expectations set before the 
research were satisfied. 

In order to improve or upgrade this application, 
the author recommends the following 
approaches. 

The first approach is the most radical one. It 
suggests dataflow implementation of some other 
method or technique for solving the Poisson 
equation. This will allow the arbitrary form of input 
to be processed. 

The second approach recommends improving 

the app in two directions. The first one is GUI 
designing and the other is merging the FFT and 
Poisson equation solving. 

The third, the least radical approach, 
recommends a search for applications which 
need solving of the Poisson equation. Chosen 
app should be designed to use this one for that 
purpose. 

The  code  is  available  on GitHub at 
https://github.com/markostojanovic087/Poisson. 
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